C3.1.5 Animals can be our friends too

A. Read and discuss

Domestic animals can live in our homes.

Most of us have a pet, or more than one pet at home.

Dogs, cats, fish and birds are all types of domestic animals.

We need to take good care of our pets.

Taking care of pets includes giving them enough food and drink and making sure they are happy and comfortable.
B. **Watch this video and discuss: (orally)**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0tdQnca9FU

1. Where was Elly?
2. Was she alone?
3. What were the children doing?
4. What sound did Elly hear?
5. Why was the kitten meowing?
6. How do you think the kitten got hurt?
7. How did Elly feel for the kitten?
8. What did she decide to do?
9. Where did Elly and her friend take the kitten?
10. How did Elly show her love for the kitten?
11. Can we say that Elly found a new friend at the park?
12. How can the girl and the kitten be friends?
13. How can Elly continue to take care of her new pet?

C. **Choose the right answer**

1. (Gorillas, Dogs, Sharks) are domestic animals.
2. We need to (look after, ignore) our pets.
3. (Doctors, Veterinarians) cure sick pets.
4. Our pets (hate, love) us.
5. We should take care of our pets (everyday, every week).
6. Our pets need to feel (comfortable, uncomfortable).
7. Our pets (can, cannot) be our friends.
D. **Match**

- •  •  •  •  •  a tortoise
- •  •  •  •  •  a kitten
- •  •  •  •  •  two birds
- •  •  •  •  •  a fish
- •  •  •  •  •  a dog

E. **Which domestic animal?**

1. has fins and can breathe under water ____________
2. wags its tail and barks ____________
3. meows and has claws ____________
4. has a very hard shell and moves slowly ____________
5. chirps at dawn and dusk ____________
F. **Draw your pet.**

   *Write 5 interesting sentences about it.*

What type of animal is it?

What is its name?

Where does it live/sleep?

What does it eat or drink?

How do you care for it?
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